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Model Risks and Surplus Management Under a 
Stochastic Interest Rate Process 
Jennifer L. Wang* and Rachel J. Huang t 
Abstract=!: 
This paper uses simulations to explore the effects of incorrectly identifying 
the underlying interest rate process on assets, liabilities, and surplus levels. 
We show that mismodeling the interest rate (called model risk) could not only 
lead to a misstatement of the company's surplus, but could also cause a mis-
match between the company's assets and liabilities. Our simulations demon-
strate that three aspects of interest rates affect model risk: (i) volatility, (ii) 
level of long-term interest rate, and (iii) the speed at which the drift rate ad-
justs. We conclude that asset-liability managers should not ignore the impact 
of the model risks, regardless of the length of their planning horizon. 
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1 Introduction 
A serious problem insurance companies face is the problem of in-
terest rate fluctuations on their assets and liabilities, the so-called C-3 
risk by actuaries. Simply put, if assets have a longer maturity date than 
liabilities, a rise in interest rates will lead to a decrease in the net value 
of the insurer, while a fall in interest rates will lead to an increase in 
the net value of the insurer. 
To deal with this problem, Redington (1952) introduced a so-called 
immunization strategy of setting the duration of assets equal to the 
asset/liability ratio times the duration of liabilities. Redington's ap-
proach is now a standard technique used by many authors, including 
Grove (1974), Bierwag (1987) and Reitano (1992), for immunizing the 
surplus of an insurance company against interest rate risk. See Pan-
jer (1998, Chapter 3) for a detailed review of the actuarial approach to 
immunization. 
Bellhouse and Panjer (1981), Beekman and Fuelling (1990), Frees 
(1990), Norberg (1995), and Lai and Frees (1995) have explored the im-
pact of stochastic interest rates on the reserves of life insurance. On the 
other hand, Briys and Varenne (1997) and Tzeng, Wang, and Soo (2000) 
have extended the traditional duration approach to address the case 
where interest rates follow a stochastic process. Tzeng, Wang, and Soo 
(2000) show that, with certain adjustments, the classical immunization 
strategy still can be used for surplus management. 
Although this line of research has provided some insightful strate-
gies for asset-liability management of insurance companies, most pa-
pers focus on the change in interest rates and overlook the cost of 
mismodeling the interest rate process itself.l 
Though many models of the stochastic behavior of interest rates 
have been proposed, two models are most popular: Vasicek (1977) and 
Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985). The Vasicek model assumes the interest 
rate process is a mean-reverting process with constant volatility. The 
Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross model assumes the interest rate process is a 
mean-reverting process but with volatility that is proportional to the 
level of the interest rate. Other models have been proposed by Dothan 
and Feldman (1986); Ho and Lee (1986); Chan et al., (1992); and Heath, 
larrow, and Morton (1992). 
1 In practice, surplus managers are interested mostly in comparing how surplus levels 
change as strategies change. Although incorporating a stochastic interest model may 
not influence the decision in choosing an investment strategy, it certainly generates 
more accurate asset allocation in terms of immunization of surplus. 
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This paper considers a hypothetical insurance company and uses 
simulations and the Vasicek (1977) and Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) 
models2 to measure the cost of misidentifying the interest rate model 
(Le., the model risk) in two ways: (i) miscalculating the company's value, 
and (ii) mismatching the company's assets and liabilities. The paper is 
organized as follows: Section 2 describes some of the properties of the 
two interest rate models. Section 3 describes the relevant aspects of 
the hypothetical insurance company. Section 4 contains the results of 
the simulations. 
2 The Vasicek and Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross Inter-
est Rate Models 
Although many alternative processes3 have been suggested for mod-
eling interest-rate behaviors, only a few of them have a closed-form 
solution for the price of a zero-coupon bond. Among these, Vasicek 
(1977) and Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) are most commonly used. 
Vasicek (1977) models the interest rate process, rt, as 
drt = av (bv - rt )dt + avdz, (1) 
where av, bv, and av are constants and dz follows a standard Brownian 
motion. The term av (bv - rt) is called the drift rate, and av is the 
standard deviation of the interest rate process. 
Vasicek (1977) solves equation (1) and shows that the current price 
of a one-dollar zero-coupon bond maturing in t periods, P(t), 
P(t) = Pv(t) = lXv(t) exp( -/3v(t)r), (2) 
2 Although these two models are most commonly used interest rate models, they 
suffer certain limitations. Sometimes, the surplus manager would like to replicate the 
diverse nature of the yield curve. Neither the Vasicek nor the Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross 
model allows the yield curve to change from a positively sloped yield curve to a nega-
tively sloped yield curve. 
3 Interest rate models such as those of Vasicek (1977); Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985); 
Dothan and Feldman (1986); Ho and Lee (1986); Chan et aI., (1992); and Heath, jarrow, 
and Morton (1992) can be chosen by insurance companies for their own management 
purposes. 
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where r is the current level of interest rates, 
{3v(t) = 1 - exp( -avt) , and 
av 
(t) _ (({3v(t) - t) (a~bv - O.5(T~) (T~{3~(t)) £Xv - exp 2 - 4 . 
av av 
(3) 
(4) 
Under the Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985), the interest rate process, 
rt, is modeled as 
(5) 
where aI, hI, and (TI are constants and dz follows a standard Brownian 
motion. Here again, the drift rate is aI (bI - rt). The standard deviation, 
however, is now (TIJYi. Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) solve equation 
(5) and show that 
P(t) = PI(t) = £XI(t) exp(-{3I(t)r), (6) 
where r is the current level of interest rates, 
yf = ay + 2(Tl, (7) 
£XI(t) = Yle ( 
2 t(a/+y/)/2 ) 2a/b//o} 
(n+aI)(e tY/-l)+2n ' and (8) 
{3I(t) = 2(e tYI - 1) . 
(YI + aI)(ety/ -1) + 2n (9) 
It is important to recognize that, though they have the same func-
tional form for the drift rate, the Vasicek (1977) and Cox, Ingersoll, and 
Ross (1985) models have different assumptions for interest-rate varia-
tions. Vasicek (1977) assumes a constant variation in the interest rate 
in each period, while Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) assume that the 
variation in the interest rate in a period is proportional to the square 
root of the interest rate in the period. 
3 Model of the Hypothetical Insurance Company 
Suppose a hypothetical insurance company has a current balance 
sheet (at the start of period 1) as shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
Balance Sheet of 
Hypothetical Insurance Company 
Assets Liabilities Surplus 
$9,045,110 $8,545,110 $500,000 
159 
Let R (t) and C (t) denote the cash inflows and cash outflows, respec-
tively, of the hypothetical insurance company t periods in the future. 
Following the approach proposed by Tzeng, Wang, and Soo (2000), the 
assets and liabilities of an insurance company, A and L, satisfy the fol-
lowing equations: 
n 
A = L R(t)pA(t), and (10) 
t=l 
n 
L = L C(t)pL(t), (11) 
t=l 
where pA (t) and pL (t) arel,the current price of a one-dollar zero-coupon 
bond maturing in t periods based on the interest rate process followed 
by the assets and the liabilities, respectively. The surplus of insurance 
company, S, is then equal to 
n n 
S = A - L = L R(t)pA(t) - L C(t)pL(t). (12) 
t=l t=l 
For Simplicity, we further assume the company is a run-off case, 4 and 
the liabilities5 are to be paid out over fifteen years, as shown in Table 
2. This means that the present value, using discount rate pL(t), of cash 
outflows would be equal to the total liability. On the other hand, the 
4A run-off case means that the company would not consider or implement any new 
business line over fifteen years. 
SIn practice, an insurance company's liability schedule is often hard to predict. 
Becker (1988) discusses the difficulty of correctly measuring the value of the liability of 
an insurance company. Recent research findings on the effective duration of insurance 
liabilities-see, for example, Babbel, Merril, and Planning (1997) and Briys and Varenne 
(l997)-can help to make more accurate predictions. We have made the liability sched-
ule independent of the interest rate in order to concentrate on the analysis of model 
risk. In practice, however, interest rate changes do have a Significant impact on lapse 
rates, policy loans, and surrenders, as documented in Briys and Varenne (1997) and 
hence on the duration of liabilities. 
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present value of cash inflows that the company pursues should satisfy 
the balance sheet condition, i.e., 
t 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
IS 
:2)c<v(t)exp(-/3v(t)r)]R(t) = 9,045,110. (13) 
t~1 
Table 2 
Liabilities (Cash Outflows) of 
Hypothetical Insurance Company 
C(t) t C(t) t C(t) 
$591,500 6 $824,600 11 $1,087,400 
$633,700 7 $871,300 12 $1,133,500 
$677,400 8 $932,700 13 $1,187,300 
$723,500 9 $984,200 14 $1,212,600 
$775,800 10 $1,036,500 15 $1,253,800 
Let rt and rf denote the rate of return on assets and liabilities, 
respectively. Assume the insurance policies are interest-rate sensitive, 
and the company always maintains its interest rate for valuing liabilities 
as a fixed proportion of its rate for valuing assets. This means that 
rf = krt 
where k is a positive constant. If the interest rate of assets follow Va-
sicek's (1977) model, i.e., rt = rt, then the interest rate for valuing 
liabilities would satisfy rf = krt, i.e., 
drf = av(kbv - rf)dt + kavdz. (14) 
This means that the long run level and the volatility of the liability rate 
of return are proportional to those of the asset rate of return. The 
adjustment speed for the liability rate of return to its long-term level is 
the same as that for the asset rate of return. 
On the other hand, if the asset rate of return follows Cox, Ingersoll, 
and Ross's (1985) model, we have 
drf = aI(kbI - rf)dt + Ji(crl'j;]dz. (15) 
Here, the long-term level of the liability interest rate is still k times that 
of the asset return, as in Vasicek's model. In the Cox, Ingersoll, and 
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Ross (1985) model, however, the standard deviation of the liability rate 
of return is AUIN. 
Assume that the current interest rate of asset is r = 6%. The param-
eters of the Vasicek (1977) and Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) models 
are obtained from Chan et al., (1992), who estimate them from U.S. Trea-
sury yield data from June 1964 to December 1989.6 Thus, we can gen-
erate the parameters as follows: av = 0.1779, bv = 0.0866, Uv = 0.02; 
and aI = 0.2339, bI = 0.0808, UI = 0.0854.7 We assume k = 80%, so 
that the adjustment speed, long-term level, and standard error of rf 
are 0.1779, 0.0693, and 0.0160, respectively. 
4 The Immunization Equations 
Let us suppose that the hypothetical company manages surplus by 
assuming that the interest-rate process follows Vasicek's (1977) model 
with the parameters given at the end of Section 3. We further assume, 
however, that interest rates actually follow the Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross 
(1985) model with the parameters given at the end of Section 3. The 
deviation of expected surplus from the actual surplus is referred to as 
mismodeling cost. 
Tzeng, Wang, and Soo (2000) show that, if a closed-form solution of 
pA (t) and pL (t) exists, an immunization strategy can be generated by 
dS = 0 
dr ' 
where r is the spot rate. For this hypothetical company, the above 
immunization strategy can be expressed as 
dS = f R(t) dpA(t) _ f C(t) dPL(t) = O. 
dr t=l dr t=l dr 
(16) 
6The proxy of the short-term interest rate in their model is the Treasury yield, which 
is generated from Fama (1984) and maintained by the Center for Research in Security 
Prices (CRSP). The one-month yield is the average of the bid-and-ask price for Treasury 
bills and is normalized as a standard month with 30.4 days. It should be recognized 
that, beSides the prices of short-term bonds, the prices of long-term bonds and the 
price of interest options could provide additional information for interest rate volatility 
especially when more sophisticated models [such as Heath, Jarrow and Morton (1992)] 
are adopted. 
7In Chan et al.'s (1992) Table III, the expectation of the short-term interest rate under 
Vasicek's setting is E[rt+l - rt] = 0.0154 - 0.1779rt. Therefore, we have av = 0.1779, 
bv = g:?~~~ = 0.0866. By the same token, under the Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross model, 
E[rt+l -rtl = 0.0189 -0.2339rt. Thus, we have aI = 0.2339, and bI = gSm = 0.0808. 
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Substituting the cash outflows and parameters chosen for the Vasicek 
(1977) model, the above equation is equivalent to 
15 L O1v(t)/3v(t)exp(-/3v(t)r)R(t) = 26,049,488. (17) 
t=l 
From equations (2) to (9), it is obvious that the immunization strate-
gies under Vasicek (1977) and Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) can be 
substantially different. Moreover, given the same set of cash in-flows 
and out-flows, the value of a company's surplus depends on the inter-
est rate model used. Thus, the model risks associated with surplus 
management actually stems from two sources: misevaluation and mis-
match. Misevaluation of the company's surplus refers to incorrectly 
calculating the surplus due to mismodeling the interest rates, Le., incor-
rectly identifying the underlying interest rate model. Mismatch refers 
to the lack of immunization of a company's assets and liabilities due to 
mismodeling interest rates. 
In practice, insurance companies must satisfy certain statutory reg-
ulations such as minimum solvency margins and restrictions against 
borrowing. If there is a minimum solvency margin of M (t) in period 
t and the insurance company can reinvest its net cash flows in each 
period in the same investment portfolio, then the solvency constraints 
for the insurance company can be expressed as 
± (R(t) - C(t)) P~(~) ~ M(j), 
t=l Pv (J) 
j = 1, ... ,15, (18) 
and R(t) ~ ° for t = 1, ... ,15. There may exist multiple solutions that 
satisfy equations (13), (17), and (18). To keep all the comparisons on an 
equal basis, we choose a maximum-convexity strategy8 as the optimal 
strategy for the insurance company. If we assume that the solvency 
margin, M(t), is $10,000, the company's optimal immunization strat-
egy can be modeled as 
8Douglas (1990) and Christensen and Sorensen (1994) suggested that if asset-liability 
managers expect the volatility of interest rates to be greater than what appears in the 
term-structure, then the company's optimal objective would be to maximize its con-
vexity of the surplus subject to the zero surplus duration and its budget constraints. 
Gagnon and Johnson (1994) and Barber and Copper (1997), however, have demonstrated 
that matching the convexities of asset and liability does not always improve the immu-
nization results. 
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dZ5 15 
max-d Z = .z)lXv(t)t1~(t)exp(-t1v(t)r)]R(t) (19) R(t) r t=1 
such that 
15 L [lXv(t) exp(-t1v(t)r)]R(t) = 9,045,110, 
t=1 
15 L [lXv(t)t1v(t) exp( -t1v(t)r)]R(t) = 26,049,488, 
t=1 
± (R(t) - C(t)) P~(~) 2': 10,000, j = 1, ... ,15, and 
t=1 Pv (J) 
R(t) 2': 0, t = 1, ... ,15. 
Notice that when the company's surplus (5), liability schedule (C(t)), 
and the parameters of the stochastic interest rate processes are given, 
equations (13), (17), and (18) are all linear functions with respect to 
R(t). Therefore, equation (19) can be solved by linear programming, 
and the optimal allocation of cash flows is shown in Table 3. 
Table 3 
Optimal Income Stream (Cash Inflows) 
Of Hypothetical Insurance Company 
t R(t) t R (t) t R(t) 
1 $5,035,935 6 $0 11 $1,086,624 
2 $0 7 $0 12 $1,132,644 
3 $0 8 $0 13 $1,186,887 
4 $0 9 $331,756 14 $1,211,622 
5 $0 10 $1,035,246 15 $5,437,539 
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5 The Results of the Simulation 
The simulation is divided into two parts: First, we compare the dif-
ferences between £Xv and £XI, and between f3v and f3I.9 Then we evaluate 
the cost of mismodeling. 
5.1 Differences in Vasicek (1977) and Cox, Ingersoll, and 
Ross (1985) 
As mentioned earlier, the model risks actually result from the differ-
ences in the £x and 13 terms in the two models. Therefore, it is important 
that we examine these differences under different parameters values for 
a, b, (J", and t as it will help to identify the severity of the model risks. 
Tables AI, A2, A3, and A4 in the appendix display £Xv - £XI, (£Xv -
£XI) / £Xv, f3v - 13 I, and (f3v - 13 I )f f3v, respectively, for b = 3, various time 
periods, and various levels of a and (J". 
Table Al shows that 1 £Xv - £xII increases as (J" increases, but decreases 
as a increases. In addition, it is important to recognize that 1 £Xv - £xII 
approaches zero as (J" approaches zero because the Vasicek (1979) and 
Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) models collapse into the same model 
when the variance of the interest rate process approaches zero. Table 
A2 shows that the relative difference, 1 (£xv - £XI) / £Xv I, increases as (J" 
increases. For large a, 1 (£xv - £XI) / £Xv 1 is an increasing convex function 
with respect to t. For small a, however, there is no clear impact pattern 
on 1 (£xv:.... £XI) / £Xv I. Table A3 shows If3v - 13 II decreases as a increases, 
but increases as (J" or t increases. As the same pattern observed in 
1 £Xv - £xII, we find 1 f3v - 13 II also will approach zero when (J" is sufficiently 
small. In Table A4 we find 1 (f3v - 13 I) / f3v 1 also decreases as a increases, 
but increases as (J" or t increases. 
Further results obtained by varying b, but not reported in these ta-
bles, show that: 
• 1 £Xv - £xII decreases as b increases; 
• For large b, 1 (£xv - £XI) / £Xv 1 is an increasing convex function with 
respect to t. For small b, however, it shows no clear impact pat-
tern; and, 
• As expected, b has no impact on If3v - f3II because in both the 
Vasicek (1977) and Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) models, 13 is 
independent of the level of the long-term interest rate b. 
9 Although the results of this paper depend on model forms in the Simulation, they 
still serve as a case for demonstrating the severity of model risks. 
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Based on the results of the simulation, we can conclude that low 
long-term interest rate levels, high interest rate volatility, or low drift 
rate momentum increases model risk. We do not have a conclusive 
finding with respect to an increase in the time horizon. Thus, we would 
caution financial planners at insurance companies to not ignore the pos-
sible effects of model risks, regardless of the length of their planning 
horizon. 
5.2 Costs of Mismodeling 
The costs of model risks are measured in two ways: miscalculation 
of a company's value and mismatch of a company's assets and liabil-
ities. Given the cash outflows and inflows in Tables 2 and 3, we then 
calculate the values of a company's assets, liabilities, and surplus under 
the Vasicek (1977) and Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) models. Table 4 
shows the estimated values of a company's assets, liabilities, and sur-
plus for each model. Notice that miscalculation of the surplus value is 
roughly 5 percent, which is a substantial amount. 
Table 4 
The Cost of Miscalculating the Company's Value 
Assets Liabilities Surplus 
Expected: $9,045,000 $8,545,000 $500,000 
Actual: $9,138,000 $8,613,000 $525,000 
Cost: $93,000 $68,000 $25,000 
% Change: 1.0% 0.8% 5.0% 
Notes: Expected refers to the Vasicek (1977) model; Actual refers to 
the Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) model; Cost = Actual- Expected; 
% Change = Cost / Expected; Numbers are rounded to the nearest 
Sl,OOO. 
To measure the mismatch cost caused by the model risks, we further 
assume that the current interest rate immediately shifts from r = 6% 
to r = i%, where i = 2,3, ... ,10.1° The estimated surplus values under 
lOThe shift in the interest rate is assumed to be non-stochastic, although our simula-
tion can be applied to both stochastic and non-s~ochastic changes in interest rates. In 
practice, company managers may be more cqncerned with the non-stochastic changes 
in interest rates in the short run, although they may recognize the underlying stochastic 
structure of interest rates in the long run. In addition, if the interest rate is allowed to 
vary within two standard deviations, then a maximum 4 percent shock may be accept-
able. 
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Vasicek (1977) and under Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) are shown in 
Table 5. 
Table 5 
The Cost of Mismatch Due to Mismodeling 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Vasicek IMMUZ CIR Differences % Cost 
r (1977) Effect (1985) (4)-(2) (4)-525,000 500,000 525,000 
2% $500,000 100% $503,000 0.6% -4.3% 
3% $500,000 100% $509,000 1.7% -3.2% 
4% $500,000 100% $513,000 2.8% -2.3% 
5% $500,000 100% $519,000 3.9% -1.2% 
6% $500,000 100% $525,000 5.0% 0% 
7% $500,000 100% $531,000 6.2% +1.0% 
8% $500,000 100% $537,000 7.5% +2.2% 
9% $500,000 100% $544,000 8.7% +3.5% 
10% $500,000 100% $550,000 9.9% +4.7% 
Notes: IMMUZ = Immunization; CIR = Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross; and 
% Cost = Percentage cost of mismodeling. Numbers are rounded to 
the nearest $1,000. 
Columns (2) and (4) in Table 5 show the estimated surplus values 
at different interest rates under the processes of Vasicek (1977) and 
Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985), respectively. Column (3) demonstrates 
the immunization effect of surplus management if the immunization 
strategy is derived from Vasicek (1977) and the underlined interest rate 
follows Vasicek (1977). On the other hand, Columns (5) and (6) demon-
strate the percentage difference in the surplus value if the immuniza-
tion strategy is derived from Vasicek (1977), whereas the underlined 
interest rate follows Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985). 
The results of Table 5 show that mismodeling causes a mismatch of 
a company's assets and liabilities and exposes the company's surplus 
to interest-rate risk. Although the cost of mismodeling is not as high as 
misevaluation in our simulation, a one-percent change in the interest 
rate could still influence a company's surplus value by more than one 
percent. Moreover, all other risks, such as equity, operational, liquidity, 
etc., remain unchanged in the simulation. The simulation shows that 
it could cost the company ± 5 percent of its surplus purely because of 
mismodeling. 
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6 Summary and Conclusions 
In practice, asset-liability managers often rely on sophisticated mod-
els to develop risk management strategies. The over-reliance on such 
models may cause unpredictable crises when the real world does not 
behave according to the models. This paper investigates the impact of 
interest rate model risks on an insurance company's surplus using two 
popular interest-rate models: Vasicek (1977) and Cox, Ingersoll, and 
Ross (1985). 
We find that differences in parameters between Vasicek (1977) and 
Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) are higher when the long-term interest-
rate level is low, the volatility of the interest rate is high, and the mo-
mentum of the drift rate is low. In other words, a low level of the 
long-term interest rate, high volatility of the interest rate, and low mo-
mentum of the drift rate increase the model risks. We do not have 
a conclusive finding with respect to an increase in the time horizon. 
Thus, managers in insurance companies should not ignore the possible 
impact of the model risks whether they are engaged in short-term or 
long-term financial planning. We further show that the cost of failing 
to recognize model risks can be extremely high. Because of mismodel-
ing, misevaluation could cause about a 5 percent shock on a company's 
surplus. A mismatch of a company's assets and liabilities also could 
cause at least a one-percent fluctuation for a one percentage change in 
the interest rate. 
In this paper we focus on estimating the cost of model risk for 
a yearly adjustment surplus management strategy; thus, the liability 
schedules of an insurance company are assumed to be independent of 
interest rate, and the shock of interest rate is a one-time shock. In the 
real world, however, many factors-such as surrender rate, lapse rate, 
and policy loan as suggested in Briys and Varenne (1997)-could make 
a liability schedule sensitive to the path of the interest rate. A dynamic 
immunization relaxing the above two assumptions could provide fur-
ther understanding for asset-liability management in future studies. 
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